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Portfolio management has been a challenging task over the last few decades. Investment
bubbles, volatility, high risks, and overall poor performance have dominated most investment
vehicles and strategies. In 1998, many portfolios were hurt during the global currency crisis,
while others imploded during the internet bubble’s rapid deflation in 2000–2002. Investors
then had to do their best to side-step the real estate bubble, which popped in 2006. This
collapse was promptly followed by disastrous bubbles in crude oil and commodities. These
events left markets where they are today—either obliterated in the case of internet stocks,
crushed in the case of real estate, damaged in the case of commodities, or up slightly for well
over a decade in the case of the S&P 500.
Since the mid-1990s, there have been three popular investment strategies. Sometimes these
strategies are employed intentionally; other times investor emotions, the media, and market
volatility contributed to their use.
The following were the primary, yet flawed strategies of choice:
1. Bubble investing
2. High-risk investing
3. Single asset class investing
What was the level of success with each of these portfolio strategies?
1. BUBBLE INVESTING
Since the Tulip Mania of the 17th century, global financial markets have experienced
investment bubbles: they bloomed and then withered. Many people invested in these trends
along the way, but few were able to sell before the bubble burst, thus losing billions of dollars.
Modern day bubble investing started in the late 1960s, continuing through the early 1970s,
when the era of the Nifty Fifty evolved. The idea behind it was to buy the largest U.S. based
companies and hold them “forever.” The fact that these companies were trading at price-toearnings ratios (P/Es) ranging from 50 to over 100 was irrelevant, since they were the
strongest companies—you were supposed to hold them. These companies were referred to
as zero decision stocks. In 1973, the Nifty Fifty theme abruptly stopped without notice.
Investors were left with the anguish-producing result of watching their Nifty Fifty-dominated
portfolios experience a P/E squeeze of epic proportions. From their 1973 highs, the Nifty Fifty
fell dramatically (see chart on the following page). Household names like Clorox, Budweiser,
and Honeywell lost 70% or more of their value.
Looking back, this was a classic case of bubble investing.
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Honeywell Jan-Oct 1974

Source: bigcharts.com

Bubble investing continued during the 1980s, as commodity-laden portfolios suffered a fate
similar to that of the Nifty Fifty investors of the early 1970s. At the start of the 1980s, after the
herd piled into commodities, inflation rates began to slow. This, coupled with a slowly
improving U.S. economy, enabled the dollar to rally for the first half of the decade.
Overvalued commodities were crushed (chart below). By the time the 1980s ended, the
Commodities Research Bureau (CRB) Index, along with oil, gold, and silver, were down—and
down substantially.
CRB Index 1980-1989
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The next bubble occurred in the Japanese stock market, Japanese real estate, and Pacific Rim
emerging markets such as Taiwan and South Korea. These bubbles, along with all others in
history, were able to expand by way of a very simple story. For Japan, stock prices would only
experience small corrections because it was believed that their astute government would
support prices if necessary using its strong balance sheets. Valuations did not matter because
their growth rate was so high. By the time the Japanese Nikkei peaked in early 1990, their
stock market had risen by over 700% in just 12 years. The end result for many investors who
came late to the party was: a Nikkei that lost 80% of its value (see chart below), a debt-laden
Japanese economy that had not recovered, and a Pacific Rim region that busted soon after it
boomed.
Nikkei Index 1990-2012

Source: bigcharts.com

The mid-1990s exposed investors to a new bubble: emerging markets. It started with Latin
America, which later imploded during the Tequila Crisis. The remaining capital was rolled into
Russian stocks, as they were perceived to be safer than those in Latin America. The money
evaporated in 1998, when the Russian Ruble fell 75%. Decades later, the Ruble still trades in
that low range.
As all of the previously listed global bubbles were popping, the mother of all bubbles was
inflating.
The dot-coms.
During the first five years of the 1990s, the NASDAQ delivered a respectable 10% annualized
return (1990–1994). After a total return of 65% over five years, the NASDAQ’s next 65%
return was seen in less than two years. Finally, just before the bubble popped, the NASDAQ
rose a staggering 110% from the August 1999 low of 2490 to the March 2000 high of 5048—all
in approximately six months.
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Before the NASDAQ popped in March 2000, investors thought they had learned four
important lessons.
1. Foreign stocks were too risky.
2. Currency was too dangerous.
3. The U.S. could never have another crash, because the 1987 crash was due to too
much portfolio insurance, which resulted in selling on top of selling.
4. Real estate was too volatile and difficult to liquidate.
And now, the internet was a new era.
Valuations were irrelevant, and $1,000 analyst price targets, which were developed through
hypothetically discounting 20-year cash flows to the present with a 30-50 P/E, were destined
to become a reality. Investors and analysts soon learned there was a fifth lesson: there is no
such thing as a new era of investing. In the end, none of the $1,000 price targets came to
fruition, and today over 90% of the dot-coms do not trade on any stock exchange.
To this day, we at OPCM keep a copy of an extremely well known investment bank’s Internet
Quarterly Report (Summer, 2000). The report is bound like an encyclopedia. It is 705 pages
long, and the only recognizable companies in those pages are eBay, Yahoo, and Priceline.
Real estate was the next bubble to burst. For five years, through late 1999, homebuilding
stocks provided a return of 75%, or nearly 12% annually. After a rather severe correction at
the tail end of the internet bubble, homebuilding stocks bottomed almost to the day that the
NASDAQ peaked. Over the next five years, as the NASDAQ was devastated, homebuilding
stocks appreciated over 900%. This bubble finally popped in the summer of 2005.
NASDAQ 2000-2005

Toll Brothers 2000-2005

Source: bigcharts.com

Source: bigcharts.com
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Homebuilding was soon followed by crude oil and commodities. In 2011, the silver and cotton
bubbles popped, with both falling over 50%. The peak of silver came at the same time as a
front page Wall Street Journal article (Spring 2011) about Florida retirees moving their
portfolios to silver because it “was destined to go to $100 per ounce.” After trading in a multidecade range of 30¢ to $1 per pound—give or take—cotton rose 400% in two years, through
the spring of 2011. The cotton bubble was capped by another front page Wall Street Journal
article from January 2011 that gave accounts of families hoarding eight-foot piles of cotton in
their apartments in order to become rich; their cotton piles were soon worth 40% less.

These investment bubbles, especially over the last 15 years, should have taught investors that
investing in fads rarely pays off in the end.
2. HIGH RISK INVESTING
The second popular strategy was high risk investing. Over many decades investors have
chased the best performing asset manager or fund from the previous year. Unfortunately,
many times the best short-term performance was created by a high risk style. Investment
styles, managers, or funds that include a high level of risk can deliver high returns. These high
returns are usually generated during easy market environments—when economies are
growing, margins are expanding, and capital is flowing freely. The years 1995, 2003, 2009, and
2013 are examples of successful high risk investing. Unfortunately, many investors
participated in high risk investing without knowing it.
High risk investing can appear in many forms: from the types of portfolio holdings, to the size
of portfolio concentrations, to portfolio homogeneity. Examples of high risk holdings include
the recently discussed bubble assets, high Beta stocks, high debt, low quality, deep cyclical
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stocks, and penny stocks. Owning a highly concentrated portfolio of single position concentrations, 8%–10% or more, increases volatility; one becomes dependent on the success of a few
holdings, which is also high risk investing.
These mistakes should have taught investors the importance of diversity. Some investors
realized the high risk involved in portfolios containing 100% stocks exposed to only one or two
sectors. Many combated this problem by simply buying stocks in other sectors, or adding
bonds. This did not dramatically improve the risk profile of the portfolio, as they became
susceptible to major drawdowns (having to sell stocks at low prices to meet income
requirements).
Finally, owning battered, high debt, low priced cyclical stocks can make an investor look like a
genius, if—and only if—one can perfectly time the economic trough of a business cycle,
however, miss the cycle and the portfolio underperforms.
Investors have hired higher risk professionals to manage their portfolios. These high risk
managers owned portfolios comprised of one or more of the previously discussed: high risk
holdings, concentrations, or lower quality/deep cyclicals. These high risk managers are
typically hired after seemingly outstanding short-term performance, or after a successful
aggressive bullish or bearish stock market call.
But what happens to performance in the following scenarios?






A down market: examples include 2000, 2001, 2002, and 2008
A flat and volatile market: examples include 1994, 2005, and 2011
An aggressive market call misses the mark: this is applicable any year
The economic cycle enters the mature stage: 2004 and 2007
A global credit bubble pops: 2008

In one or more of these periods, the high risk manager becomes exposed when his or her style
goes out of favor, or they miss a market call.
The success of high risk styles is predicated on having the correct economic and market
environment, along with the correct aggressive or concentrated holdings. When the
proverbial stars align, no doubt the returns can be excellent; however, when they do not,
portfolio damage can be serious and even permanent. Keep in mind, a 50% loss requires a
subsequent 100% gain to breakeven.
To show an example of high risk investing in action, two hypothetical asset managers are
shown in the table on the following page. The first manager, we’ll call Lower Risk, diversifies
portfolios using multiple asset classes. This manager avoids bubbles, diversifies within asset
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classes, and concentrates on avoiding huge downsides. The second manager, we’ll call Higher
Risk, invests the entire portfolio in one or two asset classes, focuses on growth, and pays less
attention to valuation and bubbles.
Year

1

Lower Risk Manager
Hypothetical
$1mm grows to:
Return
15%

Higher Risk Manager
Hypothetical
$1mm grows to:
Return
20%

2

-7%

-15%

3

15%

20%

4

-7%

-15%

5

15%

20%

$1,315,400

$1,248,400

Results
6%

Average Return

6%

5.7%

Compound Return

4.5%

12%

Standard Deviation

19%

Source: OPCM

Notice the Lower Risk Manager consistently underperforms the Higher Risk Manager in every single up
year (years 1, 3, and 5 in the table). On the surface, this appears to be an inferior strategy. However,
the Lower Risk Manager also defends the portfolio during poor markets, consistently losing less during
down years (years 2 and 4 in the table).

After five years, the results are compelling.
Although both generated average returns of 6%, due to the Lower Risk Manager’s
management in down markets, the Lower Risk Manager’s compound return was higher. The
portfolio standard deviation (portfolio risk/volatility) was far less (12%) than the Higher Risk
Manager’s (19%). In the end, the portfolio managed by the Lower Risk Manager grew to
$1,315,400—the Higher Risk Manager only hit $1,248,400. This is a difference of $67,000!
The result: By investing with the Lower Risk Manager, the portfolio was less volatile, generated
better compound returns (5.7% vs. 4.5%) and better total return (31.5% vs. 24.8%), and the
client ended up with $67,000 more in their pocket. Additionally, the client slept better as the
portfolio did not endure major drawdowns, making him or her less likely to panic and sell
during a bear market.
History has shown the most important goal of successful portfolio management is reducing
risk and losing less in flat-to-down markets. The math shows the simplicity of this concept.
This goal is one of the main reasons institutional consultants typically ask managers, “How did
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you perform in 2000 or 2008?” or, “What is your downside capture?” instead of, “What is your
highest return year?” or, “Were you a top ranked manager this year?”
Bottom line: Avoiding bubble investing and high risk investing can help a portfolio perform
better over the long term.
3. SINGLE ASSET CLASS INVESTING
The final style we will cover that can lead to poor performance and high volatility is single
asset class investing, which involves having a perceived expertise in one asset class and
managing a portfolio that is 100% comprised of that asset class through different economic
and political environments. This single asset class management style may also attempt to
make market-timing calls on whether to be fully invested or in cash.
The table below shows the performance and risk metrics for common single asset classes over
40 years ending 12/31/2017. For each asset class, the table shows (a) the annualized return,
(b) the annual risk in the form of standard deviation, (c) the number of down years, and (d) the
average down year. In hindsight, an investor could have placed all portfolios in U.S. bonds, and
only experienced three down years. However, three other asset classes would have
dramatically outperformed the all-bond portfolio. On the other hand, the three winning asset
classes—U.S. stocks, Foreign stocks, and Real Estate—would have required the investor to live
through many more down years, with average losses of 13%. This example shows the risks in
investing in a single asset class. To achieve higher returns, you must have high volatility, more
down years, and moderate to severe downturns. Attempting to time the market between
asset classes adds another risk: timing.

Single Asset Class Historic Metrics
1977-2017

Bonds

U.S. Stocks

Annual Return
Annual Risk
# Down Years
Average Down Year

7.8%
5.5%
2
-1.5%

12.0%
16.2%
7
-13.6%

Foreign
Stocks
10.8%
20.6%
11
-13.8%

Commodities Real Estate
5.2%
16.1%
15
-12.4%

11.8%
17.8%
8
-12.9%

Source: OPCM
Please note: An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Please see the end of this report for more information.

After reviewing the table above, it appears that the only way to achieve higher returns is to
endure the negative side effects of high risk and down years.
But what if there was a style that achieved higher returns without the side effects of high
volatility and large losses along the way?
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There is such a style . . .
MULTI-ASSET CLASS INVESTING
After reviewing the danger of investing in bubbles, the negative side effects of high risk
investing, and the volatility and risk involved in single-asset class investing, the question
becomes:
What investment discipline will give an investor the highest probability of long-term success?
Investing in bubbles does not work.
High risk investing does not work.
Investing in single asset classes does not work.
So what does work?
Through all of the decades, one investment discipline has been able to capture a substantial
amount of market upside in varying asset classes while defending principle against asset class
implosions, bubbles and other pitfalls we’ve discussed.
If this discipline is so successful, why doesn’t everyone use it?
Well, many of the most successful investors do. This is the exact reason the large university
foundations and endowments such as Stanford, Harvard, and Yale Universities always seem to
make it through bubbles and bear markets, while countless individuals, asset managers, hedge
funds, and brokerages do not.
Until the rolling bear markets of 2000–2009 (see chart on the next page) most investors had
never thought to invest in anything but a mix of mostly stocks, along with a small allocation to
bonds. However, for many years, successful foundations, endowments, universities, and a few
select asset management firms have managed portfolios using a different discipline.
We call it the Multi-Asset Class Discipline.
In multi-asset investing, portfolios are actively managed over multiple asset classes. These
asset classes include global equities, bonds, natural resources, real estate investment trusts
(REITs), and alternative assets.
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S&P 500 March 2000 to March 2013 = unchanged.

Source: bigcharts.com

While each individual asset class has its own characteristics, return profile, and risk in different
economic environments, managing portfolios with allocations to multiple asset classes allows
investors to experience excellent long-term returns, with far less risk than a portfolio
comprised mostly of equities. The successful investors mentioned above have built strong
investment teams that have spent many years studying how different asset classes correlate
to each other in a diverse range of economic environments. Over the years, they have learned
that these correlations actually reduce the risk of the total portfolio—especially in volatile
periods or bear markets.
The Multi-Asset Class discipline can be further refined by incorporating and adhering to
consistent investment rules. First, keeping portfolio management streamlined will contain
portfolio management fees. Second, investing in liquid assets versus owning actual hard
assets like buildings and art, improves liquidity (which tends to be important during market
panics). Third, by managing in a tax-efficient manner, taxable portfolios can deliver improved
after-tax returns.
The Multi-Asset Class discipline leads us to the overall philosophy, which focuses on avoiding
the perils of single asset-class investing.
This philosophy depicts that owning a customized portfolio comprised of multiple asset classes
results in higher after-tax and risk-adjusted returns. The improved portfolio metrics are
derived from using the multiple asset classes together in one portfolio. Since different asset
classes perform differently based upon a respective economic scenario, they work to reduce
risk by having lower correlations to each other.
As an example, while emerging market equities may fall when the U.S. dollar strengthens,
domestic real estate may be far less affected. This is due to their different correlations to this
one economic variable—the U.S. dollar.
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Additionally, low downside capture is possibly the most important ingredient for long-term
outperformance. Most endowments and some asset management firms embrace this
philosophy, building highly skilled and experienced investment management teams around
this belief to manage multi-asset class portfolios.
We now know why many astute individual and institutional investors use the multi-asset class
approach. The next important question is how they implement the discipline to build a
portfolio.
Although the multi-asset class discipline can be implemented with some asset classes being
used in multiple ways, some of the most methodical and successful management styles
revolve around assigning each asset class a distinct responsibility or purpose.
Global equities provide the long-term growth for the multi-asset class portfolio. Whether the
style has a growth or value bias, this asset class helps the portfolio appreciate. Within global
equities, large-cap domestic equities tend to outperform with a moderately growing economy
and/or neutral-to-weaker dollar. An economy emerging from a recession may see domestic
small caps outperform. Emerging market stocks may outperform in weaker dollar periods
and/or during strong global economic growth. The overall bias is toward growth, rather than
from simply owning stocks that pay the highest amount of income regardless of fundamentals
or earnings.
Fixed income is used for income generation and risk reduction. A modified ladder approach,
where a majority of investing takes place at the steepest part of the yield curve, can help a
portfolio along with targeting high quality bonds that trade at an absolute or relative value.
High yield or junk may be used sparingly for diversification, or when yield spreads are wide,
but overall fixed income should not be responsible for growing the portfolio. Additionally,
high quality fixed income has a low correlation to global equities, typically outperforming
them during slow economic periods or unforeseen shocks.
Natural resources, comprised of energy and commodities, are used as a hedge against
inflation and can be a secondary source of growth and income. At times, natural resources
can have a lower correlation to equities and can help a portfolio fight a weak U.S. dollar.
Examples include hard commodities like metals, and soft commodities like grains, agriculture,
water, oil, natural gas, and timber.
Real estate is an asset class that can be difficult to liquidate, which is why some asset
managers use more liquid REITs (real estate investment trusts). While REITs are usually used
for income generation, overweighting REITs near the bottom of a recession can provide a
growth component too. Throughout the world and in many sectors and industries, very
diverse REITs are available. Their dividend yields are excellent for a portfolio in lower interest
rate environments.
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Finally, alternative asset classes are used for hedging and additional diversification, depending
on the risk parameters and goals of the portfolio. Relatively inexpensive Exchange-Traded
Funds (ETFs) and individual issues are available to hedge portfolio volatility, interest rates, or
currency. Additionally, a manager can gain exposure to niche assets such as private equity.
A customized blend of these asset classes lowers portfolio risk over the long-term. For a longterm example, the table below is provided. The table depicts 40 years of returns, risk, and
downside metrics for multiple asset classes. Alternatives are excluded simply because the
asset class is extremely broad and there is not an appropriate benchmark to cover the
category. The Equally Weighted Portfolio (EWP) on the far right represents 20% invested in
each asset class.

Single Asset Class Returns vs. Equally Weighted Portfolio
Equally
Weighted
Portfolio

1977-2017

Bonds

U.S. Stocks

Foreign
Stocks

Annual
Return

7.8%

12.0%

10.8%

5.2%

11.8%

10.3%

Annual Risk

5.5%

16.2%

20.6%

16.1%

17.8%

10.9%

# Down Years

2

7

11

15

8

6

Average
Down Year

-1.5%

-13.6%

-13.8%

-12.4%

-12.9%

-9.3%

Commodities Real Estate

Source: OPCM
Please note: An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Please see the end of this report for more information.

Table explanation: Although the single asset classes of U.S. and Foreign Stocks and Real Estate
generated the highest return, their volatility was very high to achieve those results.
Additionally, they experienced more down years, and those down years were gut wrenching
with annual average losses around 13%.
Table conclusion: As demonstrated by the chart on the following page, the multi-asset class
portfolio generated equity-like returns, with over 30% less volatility than U.S. stocks, and over
45% less volatility than foreign stocks. Additionally, the investor experienced fewer down
years and less downside during the down years. The EWP can be further improved by using
fundamental and valuation analysis for each asset class to pinpoint individual asset classes
that are overvalued versus their fundamental outlook. Using this analysis, a portfolio can be
rebalanced and asset class weightings can be reweighted to optimize an investor’s risk/return
profile.
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Return

Risk/Return Profiles for Single Asset Classes vs.
Equally Weighted Portfolio
12%
11%
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Risk
Single Asset Classes

Equally Weighted Portfolio
Source: OPCM

It has become clear as to why the large foundations, endowments, and select asset
management firms use this discipline.
What are the drawbacks?
Other than the obvious situation where a multi-asset class portfolio will underperform when
pitted against a single aggressive asset class like stocks (example 2013)—when stocks have the
occasional outsized, straight up year or years—the main drawback is that building and
managing a multi-asset class portfolio is very difficult and time consuming for the untrained
investor.
What are the steps to creating a multi-asset class portfolio that meets your needs?
Step 1: Examine or create your financial plan. If you don’t have one or it hasn’t been updated
for a few years, you should hire a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ practitioner to update your
plan. It is critical that your short-term goals are in alignment with your long-term plans. This
exercise will help to determine an appropriate asset allocation for your investment portfolio.
Step 2: Create and update your Investment Policy Guidelines (IPG), just like a large institution.
This IPG lists the main goals of the portfolio, along with extremely important variables such as
the investor’s ability and willingness to assume risk, time horizon, liquidity needs, tax
situation, and potential future life-changing events. These metrics enable the multi-asset class
portfolio manager to build a customized asset allocation with specific acceptable allocation
ranges for each asset class. A young social media exec should have more exposure to growth
assets than an 80-year old, retired astronaut, for example.
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Step 3: Once the asset allocation is set, the portfolio should be constructed by selecting
individual positions within the varying asset classes. It is important to closely scrutinize the
underlying fundamentals, valuations, and how they correlate to one another while looking at
the overall health of the global economy.
Step 4: The asset classes must be over and underweighted and rebalanced accordingly. This is
due to asset classes outperforming over time and becoming overvalued, or the global
economy entering a new part of the economic cycle.
This methodical process needs to be repeated constantly, year after year, through all parts of
the global economic cycle, and most importantly, the investor’s lifetime. As an investor moves
from higher growth and a longer time frame to one of needing more income with a shorter
horizon, the multi-asset class allocation can be adjusted over time in a disciplined and taxsensitive way.

What the Multi-Asset Class Investing Discipline Teaches Investors:
The multi-asset class approach has taught us that a broadly diversified portfolio does not
mean simply owning different types of stocks, or sprinkling in a few bonds to reduce risk. By
diversifying into asset classes that most investment advisors do not ever consider, investors
can achieve strong long-term returns without experiencing the down 30%, 40%, or 50% years
that are inevitable when investing in single asset classes.
With a moderate to long-term time horizon, a multi-asset class portfolio that is actively
managed and customized to an investor’s needs gives an investor the highest probability to
achieve their investing goals without excess portfolio volatility.
Too many investors attempt to answer the question, “What should I invest in?” when the real
question is, “How should I invest?”
The Mutli-Asset Class Discipline answers the real question.

The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC as of the date of the material and is subject to
change without notice. None of the data presented herein constitutes a recommendation or solicitation to invest in any particular investment
strategy and should not be relied upon in making an investment decision. There is no guarantee that the investment strategies presented
herein will work under all market conditions and investors should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term. Each investor should select
asset classes for investment based on his/her own goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. The information contained in this report is for
information purposes only and should not be deemed investment advice. Although information has been obtained from and is based upon
sources Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and the information may be
incomplete or condensed. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment is the possibility of loss. Osborne
Partners Capital Management, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax and legal advisors regarding your
personal circumstances.
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Since 1937, Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC (OPCM) and its predecessors have actively
managed diversified, multi-asset class portfolios for families and institutions. Headquartered in the San
Francisco Bay Area, the firm manages approximately $1.6 billion in assets as of December 31, 2017.
OPCM allows individuals to have portfolios managed similarly to large, successful, foundations and
endowments. We believe the most important characteristic of a portfolio is how it defends against flat
to down markets. Our strategy is accomplished by allocating portfolios over a variety of major asset
classes; equities, fixed income, natural resources, real estate, and alternative assets. Client portfolios
are customized, and managed in-house by our investment team.
The result? OPCM has a history of long-term performance, strong risk metrics and low downside
capture, with tax efficiency and an unparalleled level of client service.

Locations:

Contact Us:

580 California Street, Suite 1900

E-mail: info@osbornepartners.com

San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 362-5637
Fax: (415) 362-5996

Phone: (800) 362-7734
www.osbornepartners.com

535 Middlefield Road, Suite 160
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Phone: (650) 854-5100
Fax: (650) 854-5661

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and
federally registered CFP (with flame design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s
initial and ongoing certification requirements.
In the Single Asset Class charts on pages 9 and 13, the following benchmarks are used to represent each asset class: Bonds –
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index (1972-1999), Barclays US Govt/Credit Interm Bond Index (2000-2016); US Stocks – S&P 500;
Foreign Stocks – MSCI EAFE (1972-2000), MSCI World ACWI ex US (2001-2016); Commodities – GSCI (1972-1991), Bloomberg
Commodity (1992-2016); Real Estate – NAREIT (1972-2004), NAREIT Global (2005-2016).

